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Pandemic-Inspired Innovations
The COVID-19 pandemic turned live events upside down, challenging all of us in the industry to rethink how we
produce and distribute content. In the face of these challenges, the PSSI team collaborated with quite a few of our
incredible partners to find innovative solutions for our clients.
American Idol Mobile App
American Idol offers viewers insight into the contestants’
lives through memorable moments with their family and
friends from home — but social distancing requirements
made capturing these moments difficult. To solve this
problem, PSSI worked with Nextologies and Pacifico
Engineering to create the American Idol Family Meet App,
a simple way to allow distanced interaction between
contestants and their loved ones across the U.S. The
mobile app was made available for download on iOS
and Android devices and was used to facilitate real-time
conversations displayed on an immersive 180-degree
video wall located in the audition studio.
Utah Jazz Off-Site Commentary
Normally, commentary for basketball games is handled in
direct view of the court, but the need to minimize on-site
personnel called for a new solution. PSSI and Nextologies
developed IP solutions that would allow the Utah Jazz
team to view the basketball games off-site and add
commentary to be inserted into the final programming
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feeds. This low-latency IP solution allowed the Utah Jazz
to keep the commentator at a separate location from the
production staff covering the games on-site.
UFC IP Solutions
Our work with UFC typically includes fiber and satellite
workflows, but we recently incorporated IP solutions
for disaster-relief backup transmissions. In addition to
providing cost-effective backups, these IP solutions can
be configured off-site, reducing the need for additional
staff to work in the “safety bubbles” that have become the
new normal for television production.
While these innovations were inspired by the pandemic,
the new technologies we developed will continue to
change the game for our clients long past COVID-19,
offering new and better ways to approach future projects.
We’re in the business of finding solutions, and every
challenge brings an opportunity to expand our capabilities
and create new possibilities.

PSSI Global Services has a LiveU server and several
backpacks in our fleet. We’ve deployed LiveU
units on high-profile remotes throughout the
last several months, when more conventional
solutions were hindered by the pandemic. We
also use LiveU technology at Pay-Per-View and
other major network events as a backup to more
traditional satellite and fiber paths, or as a way to
transmit ancillary content.
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C-Band, 5G and the FCC:
A Note From Rob Lamb
C-band satellites have been providing services worldwide for over 50 years, and
today there are approximately 200 geostationary satellites in orbit using C-band
frequencies. The C-band spectrum’s propagation characteristics make it uniquely
resilient to rain fade, which makes it the preferred spectrum for transmission
reliability and quality when operating in inclement weather. The C-band also
offers the preferred characteristics for the multipath, higher-order modulation
transmissions that are fast becoming the industry standard.
On March 3, 2020, the FCC released its Report and
Order, expanding flexible use of the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz
(satellite downlink) portion of the conventional C-band.
This Order contained new rules to make 280 megahertz
of mid-band spectrum, plus 20 megahertz of guard
band, available for flexible 5G licenses throughout the
contiguous United States by transitioning (repacking)
existing C-band services out of the lower portion and
into the upper 200 megahertz (top 10 transponders) of
the 3.7-4.2 GHz band. PSSI maintains that the 60% loss
in spectrum and changes proposed by this Report and
Order will result in the involuntary modification of FCCapproved C-band licenses.
PSSI has invested heavily in C-band spectrum
capabilities for more than 30 years, and currently it has
25 transportable Earth station (TES) C-band transmit
licenses. Conventional C-band licensed earth stations
transmit in the 5.925-6.425 GHz band (the “uplink”) and
receive on the 3.7-4.2 GHz band (the “downlink”). These
satellites are designed to function this way as a “bent
pipe.” Without the C-band uplink in 6 GHz, there is no
C-band downlink in 4 GHz. Yet, most of the C-band TES
licenses in the United States are only ‘licensed’ in the 6
GHz portion of the C-band, because the 4GHz return
was assumed.
In the current C-band transition proceedings, the FCC
only acknowledged TES units for protection that are
formally licensed in both sides of the C-band spectrum
(4 GHz and 6 GHz). PSSI has 18 such recognized
transportable Earth stations, and it is these incumbent
units that present a special challenge for 4 GHz coexistence with new 5G mobility licensees.
Over the last two and a half years, we have expressed
our concern to the FCC, members of the U.S. Congress,
content providers and broadcast networks over this
C-band spectrum auctioning and the involuntary
modification of FCC C-band licenses. Our primary
concerns have been:

•

The loss of available and usable occasional use
(OU) C-band spectrum across the U.S. domestic
geostationary satellite arc.

•

The inevitable interference that transportable Earth
stations will be exposed to when having to co-exist
near high-powered, unregistered 5G transmission
nodes at popular high-density event locations to
which they are accustomed and expected to operate.

•

The required re-engineering to adapt 5G filters to all
2.4m and many 4.6m antenna systems.

•

The difficulty incumbent 2.4m antenna systems will
have when providing higher modulation services in
the newly re-packed upper C-band spectrum.

•

The loss of available 6 GHz transponder frequency
clearances in the top 200 MHz of the spectrum,
leaving future C-band transmission services
impossible from many current event locations across
the country.

A substantial portion of PSSI’s business consists of
providing live C-band transportable and fixed teleport
Earth station services to broadcast, cable and enterprise
users at more than 750 high-density sports and
entertainment venues across the United States. These are
the same venues where the new 3.7 GHz licensees intend
to provide 5G cellular and data services to thousands of
users via high-powered transmission nodes of unknown
locations and power. 5G transmitters will be authorized
to operate at up to 1,640 watts in urban areas and 3,280
watts in rural areas. The downlink signals we receive
from satellite in the 3.7-4.2 GHz band are received at very
low power levels by our antenna systems from satellites
located 22,300 miles above the Earth at typically around
.0000000000000000001 watts (1.0E-19). Our ability
to receive satellite signals is already greatly impacted
by others operating in adjacent frequencies. We must
expect that interference cases will increase dramatically
CONTINUE >
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when we are operating near 5G transmitters of unknown
and unregistered locations and power.
The 5G filters currently being deployed may protect most
fixed Earth stations, but our testing has proven they will
not be compatible with most TES antenna systems, nor
will they protect these systems from LNB oversaturation
or various forms of interference due to high powerflux-density (PFD) levels, including in-band frequency
interference, adjacent out-of-band emission (OOBE) and
multipath interference. Our claims have been supported
by Intelsat, who has noted that “a passband filter cannot
completely counteract the effects of a future 5G base
station operating right next to one of PSSI’s transportable
Earth stations.” The National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB) concurs: “the Commission’s OOBE limits adopted
for flexible use licensees in the C-band are insufficient
to protect existing Earth station operators in all cases
(especially the transportables).”
We have worked diligently over these last two years to
find a solution by actively testing with the satellite carriers
utilizing 5G filters and other mitigation techniques, and
we have worked with new 3.7 GHz mobility licensees
on the Best Practices Working Group (TWG-1), only to
find that we could not reach consensus on a solution
for transportable Earth stations. Our studies have proven
that co-existence in 4GHz of TES and new 5G 3.7 GHz
licensee services in the same geographical area is neither

feasible nor practical. Even though the FCC’s Report
and Order clearly states that all properly registered Earth
stations, including those belonging to PSSI, are entitled to
the “same or better” interference protection in all cases,
our testing and research over the past years has proven
that this “same or better” standard is not achievable for
transportable Earth stations with existing technologies
and plans for the 5G rollout across North America.
That said, PSSI will continue to do everything we can to
protect the interests of our customers by making our
case to the FCC, SSOs and other stakeholders in this
complicated process. We will also continue to develop
solutions for our customers to mitigate all potential
interference problems, and we will continue to provide
the highest-quality level of transmission and event
management services that our customers have come to
expect.
To learn more about how PSSI has been working to help
the broadcast community through these challenges,
please contact me at rlamb@pssiglobal.com.

Sincerely,
Rob Lamb
CEO

Engineer of the Quarter:
WES HILL
Wes Hill is what we call a “gamer” in the scheduling room.
Wes always has a great attitude and will jump into some of
our toughest assignments without blinking an eye. Even
when sitting in a truck on the side of the Pennsylvania Turnpike in the
middle of a blizzard, bumper dented by a wayward snowplow, waiting
for the traffic to subside enough to make it to his hotel, he’s still
telling jokes. He’s also always eager to learn. Anyone who’s worked
with Wes knows about his notebook, which he has on every jobsite
to take detailed notes about how to set up an encoder, or quirks of
an antenna that’s new to him. Wes gets along with everybody, and
his positive attitude is infectious. This award is well-deserved!”

– Clint Bergeson, General Manager
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Spotlight on
MICHAEL HOLLANDER
 lease tell us about your journey to your current role
P
at PSSI.
 y career path in broadcasting began right out of college
M
when I took a job in the newsroom of a Los Angeles radio
station (KZLA). I love news and, particularly, the tech side of
it. After a short stint as an NBC Page, I worked in the NBC
Burbank Bureau on the assignment desk. That’s where I
really began to appreciate the logistics side of the business
and loved solving problems for the field crews. My love of
photography and working with video cameras took me
briefly away from NBC when I started a small video
production company. My main bread and butter there was
shooting and editing wedding and Bar Mitzvah videos. That
kept me busy seven days a week. Just ask my wife. I
transitioned back to the Peacock, shooting news for CNBC,
which eventually put me in the bureau manager role in Los
Angeles. Altogether, I was at CNBC for 20 years. After that, I
freelanced for Telemundo, Yorktel and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory’s TV department. Matt Bridges invited me to join
Strategic Television in 2012, and I have enjoyed working
with my colleagues ever since. I always admire their
engineering skills and the “outside-of-the-box” solutions
they come up with.
Please tell us a little bit about your daily work at PSSI.
 ver the years, I have managed the transmission projects
O
for a variety of clients, such as Golden Boy Promotions, Dick
Clark Productions, the Emmy Awards and Haymon
Promotions, along with helping many occasional clients like
OKG, DAZN, Cramer, LA Opera, Turner Latin America
Network and Northwest Telemedicine. The majority of
customers come to me with a project needing some form
of transmission or remote internet. I help them to find the
best quality path at a reasonable price within their budget. I
handle project quotes, booking of resources, monitoring the
live transmissions and final billing.

What is your favorite PSSI memory?
 ne memory that really stands out for me was coordinating
O
numerous live remotes on election night 2012 in frigid
Boston. We were chilled to the bone working on a platform
outside of the Boston Convention Center, but it was great to
see our team working alongside Intelsat’s producer to pull it
all together for a variety of international clients.
If not this career, what?
 rofessional basketball – but, if you know me, that was
P
never in the cards. Actually, as a child, I always wanted to
follow in my father’s footsteps and become a doctor.
However, the journalism and broadcasting bug bit me hard,
and I took that other road.
Please tell us a bit about your family.
I met my wife for the first time in high school — flirted but
never dated. I met her again at our 10-year reunion, and we
have now been married for 34 years. We live in Simi Valley,
California, and have three well-behaved adult children —
Danny, Andrew and Erin — along with a very adorable
granddaughter, Emerson.

 hat are your favorite things about working in this
W
industry?

 hat’s something people might be surprised to learn
W
about you?

It is a real pleasure to help my clients figure out the best
solutions for their transmission dilemmas. I get a rush when
I can come up with an innovative path using all of the PSSI
resources while saving the clients from huge costs. I love
taking a personal interest in the customers’ projects and
putting myself on their team.

I tell people that I was an athlete at UCLA, and they are
stumped to figure out what someone of my stature could
have done at the collegiate level. Spoiler Alert: I was a
coxswain on the varsity rowing team. One other fun fact is
that I videotaped O.J. and Nicole’s wedding in 1985. Who
knew?
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